Finding pharmaceutical targets using ToxWiz: channels for pain, GPCRs for inflammation
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Suggesting targets for a new class of disease can be a bewildering exercise, particularly when there is a vast selection of biomedical literature to trawl through. Cambridge Cell Networks (CCNet) has introduced a new search feature inside the ToxWiz browser that enables very fast, molecule-focused searches through the literature. Essentially, this search lets you do pubmed style searches of any complexity, and then retrieves our set of molecules – genes, proteins, chemicals – that have been linked to whatever literature is retrieved. The more evidence for an association of a molecule with your search terms, the higher it appears in the list of possible molecules. Here, we illustrate how this feature can be used to find possible targets for particular disease indications quickly.

Pain and possible ion channel targets

The goal here was to identify quickly channels that make interesting targets for chemical intervention to treat pain. We searched using the PubMed search terms ‘pain AND channel’. Inside of PubMed itself, this search finds more than 4000 abstracts, and inside of ToxWiz these searches find 1554 molecules in total, though most of these (1524) are chemicals (drugs, metabolites, etc.). Among the 30 proteins, returned are several known and putative ion channel targets for pain (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Top 3 of 30 protein targets found when searching for ‘pain AND channel’ inside the ToxWiz database.
The best among these is the transient receptor potential cation channel (TRPV1), which was discovered recently as a good target for various pain indications (Amaya et al, 2006; Palazzo et al, 2008), particular those related to thermal sensitivity. Indeed, the system readily finds Capsazepine (Figure 2), the capsacin analogue as a chemical to target this channel (Ugawa et al 2002).

The second best match from this search, the type IX alpha (Nav1.7) sodium channel (SCN9A) is another well-studied target for pain. The associated manuscripts reveal that human mutations in this channel are correlated with insensitivity to pain (e.g. Cox et al, 2006), and analysis of putative interacting chemicals (Figure 2) readily shows that it is Tetrodotoxin sensitive (e.g. Jo et al, 2004).

Overall, this quick search demonstrates how fast ToxWiz can find what is known related to particular targets for a particular indication.

**Inflammation & possible novel G-protein coupled receptor targets**

Here the goal was to find novel G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) suitable for indications related to inflammatory processes. This is the sort of scenario that might arise in a company with a compound library rich in GPCR targeting compounds, and which is searching for new opportunities to exploit them.

As above, we performed a similar search for possible GPCRs for inflammation. Specifically, we looked for “Inflammation AND G-protein”. This finds some 833 molecules, of which 175 are proteins and at least 27 are G-protein coupled receptors. This is not surprising as GPCRs are popular targets for many indications, including inflammation (e.g. chemokine receptors like CCR3; e.g. Suzaki et al, 2008). However, among them are GPCRs that are not well understood (e.g. GPR4, GPR15, GPR65, GPR68, GPR77, GPR126, GPR132), and among these are only emerging signs of an association with inflammation. For instance, GPR4 plays a role in lysophosphatidylcholine inflammatory responses (Qiao et al, 2006), GPR77 (C5L2) appears to limit the pro-inflammatory response to the anaphylatoxin (Gerard et al, 2005), and GPR126 (VIGR) has roles in cell-adhesion that argue for a role in mediation of inflammatory responses.
As for the above example, there are also many putative chemical-protein interactions inside the ToxWiz database – including natural ligands, metabolites, or drugs – that might be inroads to lead molecules targeting some of these receptors. The sequence similarities between these receptors and better studied GPCRs also suggests numerous compounds that might be also be effective (results not shown).

Summary

All of the above searches took only a few minutes using the ToxWiz system. Obviously a more careful investigation can confirm or deny the various targets suggested, but this case study serves to demonstrate how quickly this system can be used to get molecular insights from what can be complex questions.
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**About Cambridge Cell Networks**

Cambridge Cell Networks (CCNet) based in Cambridge, UK supplies a range of industry-leading content on biological pathways, chemistry and toxicology, combined with an integrated pathway visualisation and exploration tools to the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. Using cutting-edge biological and computational methods combined with knowledge management techniques, CCNet offers a novel approach to pathway analysis, providing effective target validation and predictive toxicology data, which will ensure the production of safer drugs.

The Company was founded in 2002 by eminent scientific figures from the European Bioinformatics Institute in Cambridge, UK, the University of Cambridge and the European Molecular Biology Laboratory in Heidelberg, Germany. CCNet has facilities in three countries and is staffed by a team of expert biochemists, pharmacologists, bioinformaticians, chemists and industrial toxicologists.